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In this note we prove an analogue of the classical Riemann-Hurwitz formula for
the minus part of the p-rank of S-ideal class groups of algebraic CM-fields. The
result is an improvement of Kida's formula for the cyclotomic Zp-extension.
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In 1980 Kida [3] proved an analogue of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for
the minus part of the Iwasawa *-invariant of the cyclotomic Zp-extension k
of an algebraic number field k of CM-type with maximal totally real subfield
k+:
*&(K)&1=[K : k](*&(k)&1)+ :
v |3 p
(ev&1),
where Kk is a finite Galois p-extension of CM-fields containing the group
+p of p-th roots of unity, p an odd prime number, the sum is taken over
all primes of k+ not above p and ev denotes the ramification index of
K+ k
+
 with respect to v. Furthermore it is assumed that the Iwasawa
+-invariant of kk is zero. In the meantime there exist several simplified
proofs and generalizations of this result, cf. [2], [8], [10], [5], [7] men-
tioning only a few. In general the invariant *&(k) can be bigger than the
p-rank r&(k) of the minus part of ideal class group Cl(k) of k, i.e. r&(k)=
dimF q Cl(k)
&p. In this note we will show that a Riemann-Hurwitz formula
is true for r&S (k)=dimFp ClS(k)
&p as well, if the normal p-extension Kk
is disjoint to k , here ClS (k) denotes the S-ideal class group of k for a
finite set S of primes of k containing the primes above p. If the extension
Kk is unramified outside p we also obtain a formula for the ideal class
groups. We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let k be an algebraic number field of CM-type containing +p ,
p{2, with maximal totally real subfield k+. Let S=S(k) be a finite set of
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primes of k containing all primes above p, let K+k+ be a finite normal
p-extension unramified outside S and let K=K+(+p). Assume that the
Iwasawa +-invariant of the cyclotomic Zp-extension k of k is zero and that
K is disjoint to k , i.e. K & k=k. Then the following equality is true
r&S (K)&1=[K : k](r
&
S (k)&1)+ :
split
v # S(K +)
(nv&1)
where nv denotes the local degree [Kv : kv] and the sum is taken over all
primes v # S(K+) which split in K.
We are very grateful to the Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences
of Kyoto University for the hospitality and support during the spring of
1994, while this work was being developed.
1. Some Group Theory
We use the following notations:
If A is an abelian group and p a prime number then A( p) denotes the
p-primary part of A and pA resp. Ap is the kernel resp. cokernel of the
map given by multiplication with p. If G is a pro-p-group and M a ZpG-
module then MG denotes MIG M where IG is the augmentation ideal in
the completed group ring ZpG of G over Zp. Furthermore we denote
by Gab the maximal abelian factor group G[G, G] of G.
Now let
1 w F w F w? 1 w 1
be an exact sequence of pro-p-groups where 1$Zp and F is a free pro-
p-group of finite rank. Let
1 w E w F w\ G w 1
be another exact sequence of pro-p-groups where G is a finite group of
order g=>G and we assume that \(F )=G. Hence we have an exact and
commutative diagram
s ?
1 ww E ww F ww G ww 1
1 ww E ww F ww\ G ww 1
1 ==== 1
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where E=F & E is a free pro-p-group of rank
rank E=g(rank F&1)+1
and s is a section of ? |E . Then the composition of s and the inclusion of
E in F is a section of ? which we denote by s, too. Because of \s=1 we
obtain an exact sequence
1 w E w F w G w 1
of pro-p-1-operator groups, where the action of 1 is given via s. Observe
that G has trivial 1-action. Let
dF=dimF p F
abp, 1 d(F)=dimF p F
abp=dF+1,
dE=dimF p E
abp, 1 d(E)=dimF p E
abp=dE+1.
Proposition 1.1. With the notations and assumptions above the following
is true
dE&1=g(dF&1)
and
d(E)&2=g(d(F)&2).
Proof. Consider the exact sequences
0 w IF w ZpF w Zp w 0
0 w IF w ZpF w Zp w 0
where IF and IF are the augmentation ideals of the completed group rings
of F and F over Zp, respectively. Observe that via the map s the second
sequence is 1-invariant. Taking homology with respect to E and E, respec-
tively, yields
0=H1(E, ZpF )  H1(E, Zp)  IFIEIF  ZpFIEZpF  Zp  0
0=H1(E, ZpF)  H1(E, Zp)  IFIEIF  ZpFIEZpF  Zp  0
which give
0 w Eabp w YE w IG w 0
0 w Eabp w YE wIG w 0
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where YE=IFIEIF and YE=IF IEIF . Taking 1-coinvariants of the second
sequence we obtain a commutative and exact diagram
Eabp, 1 ww YE1 ww IG ww 0
0 ww Eabp ww YE ww IG ww 0
1p
where YE1=IF IEIF  IFIEIF=YE is the canonical map. Therefore the
sequence
0 w Eabp, 1 w YE1 w IG w 0
is exact and we get
dE=dim YE1&( g&1).
It is well known that YE is a free Zp[G]-module since F is a free pro-
p-group (see below):
YE$Zp[G]rank F.
Taking G-cohomology of the exact sequence
0 w I1YE w YE w YE1 w 0
yields the exact sequence
0=H&1(G, YE )  H&1(G, YE1 )  (I1YE )G  YEG  YE1, G  0.
Because of YEG=IF I 2F=F
abp we obtain an exact sequence
0 w H&1(G, YE1 ) w (I1YE )G w I1 (F abp) w 0.
Below we will prove
Lemma 1.2. dimF p (I1YE )GdimF p I1 (F
abp).
Using this result we see that H&1(G, YE1 )=0 hence YE1 is
cohomological trivial under G and therefore a free Zp[G]-module, [6]
Chap. III. Prop. 2. Thus we obtain
dE=g } dim YE1, G&( g&1)=gdF&( g&1)
which is the desired result.
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In order to prove Lemma 1.2 we use the differential calculus introduced
by Fox (cf. [1] for discrete groups, but the adaption to profinite groups is
immediate). Let x1 , ..., xr , r=rank F, be a basis of F. Then
IF[ 
r
i=1
ZpF dxi
_&1 [ :
i
Dx i (_) dxi
is an F-invariant isomorphism where Dxi , i=1 } } } r, denote the derivations
Dx i (xj )=$ij
Dx i (_{)=Dx i (_)+_Dxi ({).
Thus we obtain a Zp[G]-isomorphism
YE=IF IEIF [ 
r
i=1
Zp[G] dxi
_&1 mod IEIF [ :
i
Dx i (_) dxi
where Dx i (_) now denotes the element Dx i (_) mod IEZpF # Zp[G]. Via
transport of structure the right side will become a 1-module:
Zp[G] is a trivial 1-module
and
#(dxi )= :
r
j=1
Dx j (x
#
i ) dxj for # # 1
(action of 1 on F via s). Indeed, let # # 1 and
_&1= :
r
i=1
Dx i (_)(xi&1) # IF
then
(_&1)#=_#&1= :
r
i=1
Dx i (_)
# (x#i &1)
= :
r
i=1
Dx i (_)
# :
r
j=1
Dx j (x
#
i )(xj&1)
= :
r
j=1 \ :
r
i=1
Dx i (_) Dx j (x
#
i )+ (xj&1) mod IEIF
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since !#&1 # E for ! # F and # # 1, hence Dx i (_)
##Dx i (_) mod IE . The
following equalities are easily proved: Let D be one of the derivations Dx i ,
\ # E, _, { # F and a # N, then
(i) aD( \)#D( \a) mod IE ,
(ii) D(_#&1)#D(_#)&D(_) mod IE ,
(iii) D((_{)#&1)#D(_#&1)+_D({#&1) mod IE .
As an example let us show assertion (ii):
D(_#&1)=D(_#)+_#D(_&1)
=D(_#)&_#_&1D(_)
#D(_#)&D(_) mod IE
because of _#&1 # E. The module I1YE is generated by the elements
(#&1) \ :
r
i=1
:i dxi+= :
r
j=1 \ :
r
i=1
:iDx j (x
#
i )&:j + dxj
= :
r
j=1 \ :
r
i=1
:iDx j (x
#&1
i )+ dxj
where # # 1 and :1 , ..., :r # Zp[G] (use assertion (ii) above). Therefore
(I1YE )G=I1YEIGI1YE
=:j :i :iDx j (x
#&1
i ) dxj+IGI1YE } :i # Zp[G], # # 1
=:j :i aiDx j (x
#&1
i ) dxj+IGI1YE } ai # Zp, # # 1
=:j Dx j ((x
a 1
1 } } } x
ar
r )
#&1) dxj+IGI1YE } ai # Zp, # # 1 .
For the last equality use assertions (i) and (iii).
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Consider the map
.: I1(F abp)  I1YE IG I1YE
(x a11 } } } x
a r
r )
#&1 [ :
j
Dx j ((x
a 1
1 } } } x
ar
r )
#&1) dxj+IGI1YE
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where ai # Zp, # # 1 and x i=xi mod F p[F, F]. This map is well defined
since for _, {, \ # F
D((_{)#&1)#D(_#&1)+_D({#&1) mod IE (iii)
and
D( \p(#&1))#(1+\#&1+ } } } +\(#&1)( \&1)) D( \#&1)
#pD( \#&1)
#0 mod IE
D([_, {]#&1)#_(1&{_&1{&1) D({#&1)+(1&_{_&1) D(_#&1) mod IE
hence
:
j
Dx j (( \
p[_, {]#&1) dxj # IGI1YE .
Using the description of (I1YE )G given above we see that . is a surjective
Zp-vector space homomorphism. This proves Lemma 1.2.
2. Application to Algebraic Number Fields
Let p be an odd prime number,
k is a number field,
k is the cyclotomic Zp-extension of k,
S=S(k) is a finite set of finite primes of k containing Sp=[p | p],
kS is the maximal p-extension of k which is unramified outside S,
Cl(k) is the ideal class group of k,
ClS (k) is the S-ideal class group of k,
VS (k)=[: # k_ | : # k_pv for v # S and : # Uvk
_p
v for v  S]k
_p.
Here kv denotes the local field of k with respect to the prime v and Uv is
the group of units in the ring of integers of kv . Let
+p be the group of p-th roots of unity and
$(kv) is equal to 1 if +p/kv and otherwise 0.
Theorem 2.1. Let k be a totally real number field and let p be an odd
prime number. Assume that the Iwasawa-+-invariant of the cyclotomic
Zp-extension k of k is zero. Let S be a finite set of primes of k containing
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Sp and let K be a finite normal extension of k inside kS being disjoint to k ,
i.e. K & k=k. Then the following equality is true
dimF p VS (K )&1=[K : k](dimF p VS (k)&1)+ :
v # S(K )
$(kv)(nv&1)
where nv denotes the local degree [Kv : kv].
Proof. Since the +-invariant of kk is zero the group G(kS k) is free,
cf. [9] Theorem 5.3. Hence we can use Proposition 1.1. According to [4],
Satz 11.8, the generator rank of G(kSk) is
d(G(kSk))=dimF p H
1(G(kS k), Zp)=dimF p VS (k)+ :
v # S (k)
$(kv)+1.
Therefore
dimF p VS (K )&1=[K : k](dimF p VS (k)&1)+[K : k] :
v # S(k)
$(kv)
& :
v # S(K )
$(Kv)
=[K : k](dimF p VS (k)&1)+ :
v # S (K )
(nv$(kv)&$(kv)).
thus Theorem 2.1 is proved.
If k is an algebraic number field of CM-type, i.e. a totally imaginary
quadratic extension of a totally real field k+, then the Galois group 2=
G(kk+)=( \) $Z2 acts on various abelian groups A related to k. As
usually we put A\=(1\\) A. From Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following
corollary which is just the theorem given in the introduction.
Corollary 2.2. Let p be an odd prime number and let k be an algebraic
number field of CM-type containing +p with the maximal totally real subfield
k+. Assume that the Iwasawa-+-invariant of the cyclotomic Zp-extension k
of k is zero. Let K+ be a finite normal p-extension inside k+S where S is a
finite set of primes of k+ containing the set Sp . Let K=K+(+p) and let
nv=[Kv : kv] for v # S. Suppose K is disjoint to k , i.e. K & k=k, then the
following equalities are true
(i) dimF p ClS (K )
&p&1
=[K : k](dimF p ClS (k)
&p&1)+v # S (K+) $(k
+
v )(nv&1).
(ii) If S=Sp and no prime of k+ above p splits in k then
dimF p Cl(K)
&p&1=[K : k](dimF p Cl(k)
&p&1).
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Proof. Since
VS (k+)=VS (k)2=ker(H 1(G(kSk), +p)  `
v # S(k)
H1(G(kv( p)kv), +p))2
where kv( p) is the maximal p-extension of the local field kv , we see that
VS (k+)=Hom(ClS (k)&, Zp)(1).
Therefore part (i) follows from (2.1).
From the canonical exact sequence
`
v # S p (k)
Z  Cl(k)  ClSp (k)  0
and the assumption Sp(k)$Sp(k+) we obtain
Cl(k)&=ClS (k)&
and the same for the field K. Since $(k+v )=0 for v # Sp(k
+) part (i) implies
the assertion (ii).
Remarks 2.3. (1) Observe that it makes no sense to consider in 2.2
(ii) a bigger set S instead of Sp since every prime of k+ not above p ramify-
ing in K+ necessarily splits in k.
(2) We can rewrite Kida's formula (see the introduction) to
(*$)&(K )&1=[K : k]((*$)&(k)&1)+ :
split
v # S (K+)
(nv&1)
where *$(k) is the *-invariant corresponding to the maximal abelian
unramified p-extension L$ of k which is completely decomposed at p,
S(K+) is the finite set of primes of k
+
 which are lying above p or are
ramifying in K+k
+
 , the sum is taken over all primes v # S(K
+
) which split
in K and nv=nv(K+k
+
) is the local degree with respect to v. Indeed, we
have
*&(k)=(*$)&(k)+>Sp(k)&>Sp(k+),
[9] Prop. 8.11, and nv=ev for v |3 p and ev=1 if v |3 p does not split in K ,
cf. also [9] Cor. 7.12.
Furthermore we see, since G(L$k) is a free Zp-module (+=0), that
r&S (kn) tends to (*$)
&(k) and nv(K+n k
+
n ) tends to nv(K
+
k
+
) for n  
and these values stabilize on a finite level. Thus 2.2 (i) implies Kida's
formula.
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